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14 impressive italian interiors - maison gerard - photo by oberto gili “as with all our projects, we respect
the architecture that we a re working within,” says megan oliver, associate director at godrich interiors says of
this 17th-century venetian palazzo. “the main challenge was to create a usable space for the family, which felt
grand but comfortable and in which they could both entertain and relax.” the rm commissioned a dining ...
extravagant gestures - bamo - sation, and joyful creative energy, is a leader and a visionary in the world of
luxury interiors. she was born in brooklyn and grew up in las cruces, new mexico. babey has spent each his
home inspired interiors pdf book download - "oberto gili has an intensely personal eye when it comes to
photographing interiors. in his second book, gili intimately records his own farm in italy and others’ special
nests."new york magazine office design, fit out & refurbishment uk - business interiors business interiors has
been designing exceptional workplaces for 25 years. we have evolved by constantly re-thinking office design ...
pamela babey boma - aiacc - the project, adding grace, luxury, and comfort to a space that works. barbara
barry barbara barry incorporated as designers, we build houses from the inside out, as architects build from
the outside in. where these intersect can be artful or disastrous. if the architect can feel that you are an
advocate for his viewpoint, then he will be more open to what you have to bring to the table. i ... studi e
lavoro - braoggi - vita), oberto gili frequenta per tre anni il politecnico e per due la facoltà di ﬁsica. dopo
l’esperienza accademica, parte per l’inghilterra, dove comincia la carriera come assistente di un fotografornato
in italia, lavora come free lance e a quarant’anni decide di trasferirsi in america. qui comincia a lavorare e ad
affermarsi, prima nel settore della fotograﬁa d’interni, poi ...
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